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CPE Section

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Since they were first issued jointly in 1996, the AICPA and the National
Association o f State Board o f Accountancy (NASBA) have worked
collaboratively to create continuing professional education (CPE)
standards. The latest revision o f those standards, dated December 31,
2001, is presented here. While individual state boards o f accountancy are
encouraged to adopt these standards as presented, the state boards have
the final authority on the acceptance o f individual courses for CPE credit
for their licensees. For AICPA members that are not currently licensed to
practice as a CPA, these standards are effective as o f January 1, 2002 for
purposes o f complying with the Institute’s membership requirement.
In revising these standards, the AICPA and NASBA recognized advances
in the delivery o f CPE. The Joint AICPA/NASBA CPE Committee believes
the new standards will promote having the professional create a plan to
identify and close gaps in his or her needed skill set.
These standards have been approved by the AICPA/NASBA Joint
Committee on CPE Standards, and the Boards of Directors o f both the
AICPA and NASBA. Effective implementation dates are as follows:
• January 1, 2002 for CPAs, group programs and independent study;
• Upon publication for self-study courses initially released after
December 31, 2002; and
• January 1, 2004 for self-study courses already on the market as o f
December 31, 2002.
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CPE Section 10
Policies for the CPE Membership Requirement
Revised December 2001

I. GENERAL
A.

Purpose—The purpose of the continuing professional education
(CPE) requirement is to increase the professional competence of each
member. Members are expected to maintain the high standards of
the profession by selecting quality education programs to fulfill their
continuing education requirements. Members will have wide lati
tude in selecting continuing education programs suitable to their
professional activities. This policy contains the following sections:
General
Basic Requirements
Qualifying Programs
Exceptions
Audits of CPE

I.
IL
III.
IV.
V.

B.

AICPA vs. State Requirements—Members of the American Insti
tute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) who are Certified
Public Accountants licensed in specific states and/or who are mem
bers of their respective state CPA societies are cautioned that the
AlCPA’s CPE policy, while similar in many respects to the state
boards of accountancy and state CPA society policies, is not identical.
For example, the AlCPA’s continuing education requirement covers
a three-year period in contrast to the states’ one-, two- or three-year
periods, and some states may not award CPE credit for some sub
jects. Thus, complying with the AlCPA’s policy may not necessarily
maintain membership in state CPA societies or provide for continued
state licensing or certification. Individuals should carefully consult
the relevant state boards of accountancy and/or state CPA society
guidance to ensure compliance.

C.

Effective Date—These policies apply to all members and became
effective as of January 1, 1990.

D.

Failure to Meet CPE Requirements—Failure to meet the CPE
requirements will, unless the requirement is waived under section
IV, result in a loss of membership in the AICPA.

II. BASIC REQUIREMENTS
A.

Members—From January 1, 2001, forward and for each three-year
reporting period thereafter, all AICPA members shall complete 120
hours, or its equivalent, of continuing professional education. Com
pliance can be achieved either by a formal program of education or
by any other means, however measured, that would be reasonably
expected to maintain professional competencies in the member’s area
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B.

C.

D.

Continuing Professional Education
of practice or employment. Members shall report compliance with
such requirement to the AICPA each year and shall keep appropriate
records and submit copies of such on request of the Institute.
New Members—For those individuals joining the AICPA on Janu
ary 1 , 1990, and thereafter (“new members”), the three-year report
ing period and the CPE requirements begin in the calendar year
following the year membership commences. For example, a new
member in calendar year 1993 begins a three-year reporting period
on January 1,1994, which ends December 3 1 , 1996, and is required,
beginning for the calendar year 1994, to comply with the CPE
requirements set forth above.
Reinstatement—Individuals applying for reinstatement who have
voluntarily or involuntarily lost their membership or come out of
retirement or inactive status shall be treated as “new members.”
Their new three-year reporting period for CPE requirements begins
in the calendar year following their reinstatement.
Changing Status—Members changing from or to public practice do
not begin a new three-year reporting period. However, the CPE
requirement shall be adjusted to the following three-year totals:
Year of Change_____

To Public Practice
From Public Practice

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

120
100

110
110

100
120

Grace Period—Any member who has not completed the required
number of hours during a reporting period will be allowed the two
months immediately following the period to make up the deficiency.
Hours credited toward a deficiency during this two-month period
may not bo counted toward the annual minimum requirement of the
educational year in which they are taken. Furthermore, any continu
ing professional education hours claimed during the two-month
period to make up any deficiency for the preceding three-year period
may not be counted toward the requirement for the three-year
reporting period in which they are taken.
F. Reporting—No separate reporting is required. By paying their dues
each year, members affirm they are in compliance with the CPE
membership requirements. Members should keep detailed records of
the CPE they complete in the event they are selected to verify their
compliance. See the next section for information that should be
retained.
G. Documentation and Records Retention—Members of the
AICPA bear the primary responsibility of documenting that they
have complied with the CPE requirements. They should retain
evidence of satisfactory completion for a period of five years after the
completion of the educational programs. For each CPE program
completed, members should be able to document the following:
1. Sponsor
2. Title and description of content
3. Date(s)
4. Location
5. Number of CPE contact hours.
E.

CPE §10
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III. QUALIFYING PROGRAMS
Members have wide latitude in selecting continuing professional education
suitable to their professional activities. The underlying principle is that all
programs should contribute to a member’s professional competence. Acceptable
subjects include the fields of study set forth in the AICPA National CPE
Curriculum: accounting and auditing, consulting services, specialized knowl
edge and applications, management, personal development, and taxation.
Other subjects may also be acceptable if they maintain and/or increase the
accounting professional’s competence. Members have the option of selecting
programs that relate to their specific jobs. For example, a member in
industry who is engaged in marketing activities may fulfill the requirement
by completing continuing education in marketing and a member who owns
or operates a small business may complete CPE that relates to running that
business.
Members may participate in CPE programs sponsored by a wide variety of
organizations including, but not limited to, the AICPA, state societies of CPAs,
other professional associations, colleges and universities, and their own firms.
Service as an instructor at a CPE program may qualify when it increases the
instructor’s professional competence. Writing published articles, books or CPE
programs may also qualify.
CPE credit should be measured in whole hours and claimed only for the time
a group study program is actually attended. (CPE credit is measured in
50-minute “contact hours.”) CPE credit for self-study programs is recommended
by the sponsor and must be documented by a certificate or other evidence of
completion.
Ultimately the CPE credit claimed is the responsibility of the individual
member. Each member must only claim credit for the formal programs of
learning he or she actually completed that contributed to his or her professional
competence.
For more detailed information about qualifying programs, please refer to
the Statement on Standards for Continuing Professional Education (CPE)
Programs which is included here [section 200] as part of these policies. Mem
bers must comply with those standards that apply to individual accounting
professionals—namely, the standards in these sections: General Standards,
Standards for CPE Program Measurement, and Standards for CPE Program
Reporting. The other two sections contain standards that apply to program
developers and program sponsors. To the extent a member is in the role of a
program developer or sponsor, he or she must also comply with the developer
and sponsor standards. Members are not responsible to see that the program
developers and sponsors of programs they attend are in compliance with the
CPE standards.

IV. EXCEPTIONS
A.

General—Members may request a waiver if they are prohibited
from fulfilling the CPE requirements for the reasons set forth below.
Such requests must be submitted in writing to the CPE Division of
the AICPA. When the status changes from the one for which the
exception applies, the CPE requirement begins in the calendar year
following the change.

AICPA Professional Standards
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1.

Foreign Residency—The request should include the country
of residence, the name of the employer, the principal duties and
responsibilities performed, and the reasons foreign residency
prohibits fulfilling the requirement.

2.

Health—The request should include the nature of the illness,
the name and address of the attending physician, and the reason
the illness prohibits fulfilling the requirement.

3.

Military Service—The request should include the principal
duties performed, where stationed, the name and address of
member’s commanding officer, and the reason why military
service prohibits fulfilling the requirement.

4.

Other Similar Reasons—The request should include the na
ture of the hardship and the reason why it prohibits fulfilling
the CPE requirement.

Retired and Inactive Members—For purposes of the CPE re
quirement, “retired” and “inactive” mean a member is in one of those
categories for paying AICPA dues. Retired members and inactive
members who are unemployed or have left the workforce to raise a
family are exempt from the CPE requirement. Members who are
retired or exempt for any part of the year are exempt for the full year.

V. AUDITS OF CPE
The AICPA will verify compliance on a test basis. The extent and scope of
such examination will be determined and administered by the AICPA.

[The next page is 22,021.]
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Field of Study

Location

TO DO SO.

CPE Credits

3 Years

Year 3

Year 2

Year 1

TOTAL
CPE_ CREDITS
Date you joined the
AICPA

AICPA member n o . ____ Total

Sponsor (Name and Contact Info.)

State(s) from which you hold a CPA certificate [List your certificate number(s)]:

Mailing Address _______________________________________

Employer__________________________________________

Your Nam e_____________________________________

Date(s) Completed

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
Summary of Continuing Professional Education (CPE) Completed
Year(s) Ended ___

Form for CPE Information

Form for CPE Information
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CPE Section 100
Preamble
.01 The right to use the title “Certified Public Accountant” (CPA) is
regulated in the public interest and imposes a duty to maintain public confi
dence and current knowledge, skills, and abilities in all areas in which they
provide services. CPAs must accept and fulfill their ethical responsibilities to
the public and the profession regardless of their fields of employment.1
.02 The profession of accountancy is characterized by an explosion of
relevant knowledge, ongoing changes and expansion, and increasing complex
ity. Advancing technology, globalization of commerce, increasing specializa
tion, proliferating regulations, and the complex nature o f business
transactions have created a dynamic environment that requires CPAs to
continuously maintain and enhance their knowledge, skills, and abilities.
.03 The continuing development of professional competence involves a
program of lifelong educational activities. Continuing Professional Education
(CPE) is the term used in these standards to describe the educational activities
that assist CPAs in achieving and maintaining quality in professional services.
.04 The following standards have been broadly stated in recognition of the
diversity of practice and experience among CPAs. They establish a framework
for the development, presentation, measurement, and reporting of CPE pro
grams and thereby help to ensure that CPAs receive the quality CPE necessary
to satisfy their obligations to serve the public interest.

[The next page is 22,041.]
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CPE Section 200
Standards for CPAs
General Standards
.01 Standard No. 1. All CPAs should participate in learning ac
tivities that maintain and/or improve their professional competence.1
.02 Commentary. Selection o f learning activities should be a
thoughtful, reflective process addressing the individual CPA’s current and
future professional plans, current knowledge and skills level, and desired
or needed additional competence to meet future opportunities and/or pro
fessional responsibilities.
.03 CPA’s fields of employment do not limit the need for CPE. CPAs
performing professional services need to have a broad range of knowledge,
skills, and abilities. Thus, the concept of professional competence should be
interpreted broadly. Accordingly, acceptable continuing education encom
passes programs contributing to the development and maintenance of both
technical and non-technical professional skills.
.04 Acceptable subjects include accounting, assurance/auditing, consult
ing services, specialized knowledge and applications, management, taxation,
and ethics. Other subjects, including personal development, may also be ac
ceptable if they maintain and/or improve the CPA’s professional competence.
.05 To help guide their professional development, CPAs may find it useful
to develop a learning plan (see definition in Glossary [section 400.15]). The
learning plan can be used to evaluate learning and professional competence
development. It should be reviewed periodically and modified as professional
competence needs change.
.06 Standard No. 2. CPAs should comply with all applicable CPE
requirements and should claim CPE credit only for CPE programs
when the CPE program sponsors have complied with the Standards
for CPE Program Presentation (Nos. 8-11) and Standard for CPE
Program Reporting No. 17.
.07 Commentary. CPAs are responsible for compliance with all appli
cable CPE requirements, rules, and regulations of state licensing bodies, other
governmental entities, membership associations, and other professional or
ganizations or bodies. CPAs should contact each appropriate entity to which
they report to determine its specific requirements or any exceptions it may
have to the standards presented herein.
1 The terms “should” and “must” are intended to convey specific meanings within the context of
this Joint AICPA /NASBA Statement on Standards for Continuing Professional Education Programs
[sections 100—400]. The term “must” is used only in the standards applying to CPE program
sponsors to convey that CPE program sponsors are not permitted any departure from those specific
standards. The term “should” is used in the standards applying to both CPAs and CPE program
sponsors and is intended to convey that CPAs and CPE program sponsors are expected to follow such
standards as written and are required to justify any departures from such standards when unusual
circumstances warrant such departures.
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.08 Periodically, CPAs participate in learning activities which do not
comply with all applicable CPE requirements, for example specialized industry
programs offered through industry sponsors. If CPAs propose to claim credit
for such learning activities, they should retain all relevant information regard
ing the program to provide documentation to state licensing bodies and/or all
other professional organizations or bodies that the learning activity is equiva
lent to one which meets all these Standards.
.09 Standard No. 3. CPAs are responsible for accurate reporting
of the appropriate number of CPE credits earned and should retain
appropriate documentation of their participation in learning activi
ties, including: (1) name and contact information of CPE program
sponsor, (2) title and description of content, (3) date(s) of program, (4)
location (if applicable), and (5) number o f CPE credits, all of which
should be included in documentation provided by the CPE program
sponsor.
.10 Commentary. To protect the public interest, regulators require
CPAs to document maintenance and enhancement of professional competence
through periodic reporting of CPE. For convenience, measurement is expressed
in CPE credits. However, the objective of CPE must always be maintenance/
enhancement of professional competence, not attainment of credits. Compli
ance with regulatory and other requirements mandates that CPAs keep docu
mentation of their participation in activities designed to maintain and/or
improve professional competence. In the absence of legal or other require
ments, a reasonable policy is to retain documentation for a minimum of five
years from the end of the year in which the learning activities were completed.
.11 Participants must document their claims of CPE credit. Examples of
acceptable evidence of completion include:
•

For group and independent study programs, a certificate or other
verification supplied by the CPE program sponsor.

•

For self-study programs, a certificate supplied by the CPE program
sponsor after satisfactory completion of an examination.

•

For instruction credit, a certificate or other verification supplied by
the CPE program sponsor

•

For a university or college course that is successfully completed for
credit, a record or transcript of the grade the participant received.

•

For university or college non-credit courses, a certificate of attendance
issued by a representative of the university or college.

•

For published articles, books, or CPE programs, (1) a copy of the
publication (or in the case of a CPE program, course development
documentation) that names the writer as author or contributor, (2) a
statement from the writer supporting the number of CPE hours
claimed, and (3) the name and contact information of the independent
reviewer(s) or publisher.

.12 Standard No. 4. CPAs who complete sponsored learning activi
ties that maintain or improve their professional competence should
claim the CPE credits recommended by CPE program sponsors.
.13 Commentary. CPAs may participate in a variety of sponsored
learning activities, such as workshops, seminars and conferences, self-study

CPE §200.08
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courses, Internet-based programs, and independent study. While CPE pro
gram sponsors determine credits, CPAs should claim credit only for activities
through which they maintained or improved their professional competence.
CPAs who participate in only part of a program should claim CPE credit only
for the portion they attended or completed.
.14 Standard No. 5. CPAs may engage in independent study un
der the direction of a CPE program sponsor who has met the applica
ble standards for CPE program sponsors when the subject matter and
level of study maintain or improve their professional competence.
.15 Commentary. Independent study is an educational process de
signed to permit a participant to learn a given subject under the guidance of a
CPE program sponsor one-on-one. Participants in an independent study pro
gram should:
•

Enter into a written learning contract with a CPE program sponsor
who must comply with the applicable standards for CPE program
sponsors.

•

Accept the written recommendation of the CPE program sponsor as to
the number of credits to be earned upon successful completion of the
proposed learning activities. CPE credits will be awarded only if:
1. All the requirements of the independent study as outlined in the
learning contract are met,
2. The CPE program sponsor reviews and signs the participant’s
report,
3. The CPE program sponsor reports to the participant the actual
credits earned, and
4. The CPE program sponsor provides the participant with contact
information.
The credits to be recommended by an independent study CPE program
sponsor should be agreed upon in advance and should be equated to
the effort expended to improve professional competence. The credits
cannot exceed the time devoted to the learning activities and may be
less than the actual time involved.

•

Retain the necessary documentation to satisfy regulatory require
ments as to the content, inputs, and outcomes of the independent
study.

•

Complete the program of independent study in 15 weeks or less.

[The next page is 22,051.]
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CPE Section 300
Standards for CPE Program Sponsors
General Standards
.01 Standard No. 1. CPE program sponsors are responsible for com
pliance with all applicable standards and other CPE requirements.
.02 Commentary. CPE program sponsors may have to meet specific
CPE requirements of state licensing bodies, other governmental entities, mem
bership associations, and/or other professional organizations or bodies. Profes
sional guidance for CPE program sponsors is available from the AICPA and
NASBA; state-specific guidance is available from the state boards of account
ancy. CPE program sponsors should contact the appropriate entity to deter
mine requirements.

Standards for CPE Program Development
.03 Standard No. 2. Sponsored learning activities must be based
on relevant learning objectives and outcomes that clearly articulate
the knowledge, skills, and abilities that can be achieved by partici
pants in the learning activities.
.04 Commentary. Learning activities provided by CPE program spon
sors for the benefit of CPAs should specify the level, content, and learning
objectives so that potential participants can determine if the learning activities
are appropriate to their professional competence development needs. Levels
include, for example, basic, intermediate, advanced, update, and overview (see
definitions in Glossary [section 400]).
.05 Standard No. 3. CPE program sponsors should develop and
execute learning activities in a manner consistent with the prerequisite
education, experience, and/or advance preparation of participants.
.06 Commentary. To the extent it is possible to do so, CPE program
sponsors should make every attempt to equate program content and level with
the backgrounds of intended participants. All programs must clearly identify
prerequisite education, experience, and/or advance preparation, if any, in
precise language so that potential participants can readily ascertain whether
they qualify for the program.
.07 Standard No. 4. CPE program sponsors must use activities,
materials, and delivery systems that are current, technically accurate,
and effectively designed. CPE program sponsors must be qualified in
the subject matter.
.08 Commentary. To best facilitate the learning process, sponsored
programs and materials must be prepared, presented and updated timely.
Learning activities must be developed by individuals or teams having expertise
in the subject matter. Expertise may be demonstrated through practical expe
rience or education.
AICPA Professional Standards
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.09 CPE program sponsors must review the course materials periodically
to assure that they are accurate and consistent with currently accepted stand
ards relating to the program’s subject matter.
.10 Standard No. 5. CPE program sponsors of group and selfstudy programs must ensure learning activities are reviewed by quali
fied persons other than those who developed them to assure that the
program is technically accurate and current and addresses the stated
learning objectives. These reviews must occur before the first presen
tation of these materials and again after each significant revision of
the CPE programs.
.11 Commentary. Individuals or teams qualified in the subject matter
must review programs. When it is impractical to review certain programs in
advance, such as lectures given only once, greater reliance should be placed on
the recognized professional competence of the instructors or presenters. Using
independent reviewing organizations familiar with these standards may en
hance quality assurance.
.12 Standard No. 6. CPE program sponsors of independent study
learning activities must be qualified in the subject matter.
.13 Commentary. A CPE program sponsor of independent study learn
ing activities must have expertise in the specific subject area related to the
independent study. The CPE program sponsor must also:
•

Review, evaluate, approve and sign the proposed independent study
learning contract, including agreeing in advance on the number of
credits to be recommended upon successful completion.

•

Review and sign the written report developed by the participant in
independent study.

•

Retain the necessary documentation to satisfy regulatory require
ments as to the content, inputs, and outcomes of the independent
study.

.14 Standard No. 7. Self-study programs must employ learning
methodologies that clearly define learning objectives, guide the par
ticipant through the learning process, and provide evidence of a par
ticipant’s satisfactory completion of the program.
.15 Commentary. To guide participants through a learning process,
CPE program sponsors of self-study programs must elicit participant re
sponses to test for understanding of the material, offer evaluative feedback to
incorrect responses, and provide reinforcement feedback to correct responses.
To provide evidence of satisfactory completion of the course, CPE program
sponsors of self-study programs must require participants to successfully
complete a final examination with a minimum-passing grade of at least 70
percent before issuing CPE credit for the course. Examinations may contain
questions of varying format, (for example, multiple-choice, essay and simula
tions.) If objective type questions are used, at least five questions per CPE
credit must be included on the final examination. For example, the final
examination for a five-credit course must include at least 25 questions.
.16 Self-study programs must be based on materials specifically devel
oped for instructional use. Self-study programs requiring only the reading of
general professional literature, IRS publications, or reference manuals fol
lowed by a test will not be acceptable. However, the use of the publications and

CPE §300.09
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reference materials in self-study programs as supplements to the instructional
materials could qualify if the self-study program complies with each of the CPE
standards.

Standards for CPE Program Presentation
.17 Standard No. 8. CPE program sponsors must provide descrip
tive materials that enable CPAs to assess the appropriateness of learn
ing activities. To accomplish this, CPE program sponsors must inform
participants in advance of:
•

Learning objectives.

•

Prerequisites.

•

Program level.

•

Program content.

•

Advance preparation.

•

Instructional delivery methods.

•

Recommended CPE credit.

•

Course registration requirements.

.18 Commentary. For potential participants to effectively plan their
CPE, the program sponsor should disclose the significant features of the
program in advance (e.g., through the use of brochures, Internet notices,
invitations, direct mail, or other announcements). When CPE programs are
offered in conjunction with noneducational activities, or when several CPE
programs are offered concurrently, participants should receive an appropriate
schedule of events indicating those components that are recommended for CPE
credit. The CPE program sponsor’s registration policies and procedures should
be formalized, published, and made available to participants.
.19 CPE program sponsors should distribute program materials timely
and encourage participants to complete any advance preparation require
ments. All programs should clearly identify prerequisite education, experience,
and/or advance preparation requirements, if any, in the descriptive materials.
Prerequisites should be written in precise language so that potential partici
pants can readily ascertain whether they qualify for the program.
.20 Standard No. 9. CPE program sponsors must ensure instruc
tors are qualified with respect to both program content and instruc
tional methods used.
.21 Commentary. Instructors are key ingredients in the learning proc
ess for any group program. Therefore, it is imperative that CPE program
sponsors exercise great care in selecting qualified instructors for all group
programs. Qualified instructors are those who are capable, through training,
education, or experience of communicating effectively and providing an envi
ronment conducive to learning. They should be competent and current in the
subject matter, skilled in the use of the appropriate instructional methods and
technology, and prepared in advance.
.22 CPE program sponsors should evaluate the instructor’s performance
at the conclusion of each program to determine the instructor’s suitability to
serve in the future.
AICPA Professional Standards
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.23 Standard No. 10. CPE program sponsors must employ an ef
fective means for evaluating learning activity quality with respect to
content and presentation, as well as provide a mechanism for partici
pants to assess whether learning objectives were met.
.24 Commentary. The objectives of evaluation are to assess participant
satisfaction with specific programs and to increase subsequent program effec
tiveness. Evaluations, whether written or electronic, should be solicited from
participants and instructors for each program session, including self-study, to
determine, among other things, whether:
•

Stated learning objectives were met.

•

If applicable, prerequisite requirements were appropriate.

•

Program materials were accurate.

•

Program materials were relevant and contributed to the achievement
of the learning objectives.

•

Time allotted to the learning activity was appropriate.

•

If applicable, individual instructors were effective.

•

Facilities and/or technological equipment was appropriate.

•

Handout or advance preparation materials were satisfactory.

•

Audio and video materials were effective.

.25 CPE program sponsors should periodically review evaluation results
to assess program effectiveness and should inform developers and instructors
of evaluation results.
.26 Standard No. 11. CPE program sponsors must ensure instruc
tional methods employed are appropriate for the learning activities,
l e a r n in g activities should be presented in a manner consistent with
the descriptive and technical materials provided.
.27 Commentary. CPE program sponsors should evaluate the instruc
tional methods employed for the learning activities to determine if the delivery
is appropriate and effective. Integral aspects in the learning environment that
should be carefully monitored include the number of participants and the
facilities and technologies employed in the delivery of the learning activity.
.28 CPE program sponsors are expected to present learning activities
that comply with course descriptions and objectives. Appropriate supplemental
materials may also be used.

Standards for CPE Program Measurement
.29 Standard No. 12. Sponsored learning activities are measured
by program length, with one 50-minute period equal to one CPE credit.
One-half CPE credit increments (equal to 25 minutes) are permitted
after the first credit has been earned in a given learning activity.
.30 Commentary. For learning activities in which individual segments
are less than 50 minutes, the sum of the segments should be considered one
total program. For example, five 30-minute presentations would equal 150
minutes and should be counted as three CPE credits. When the total minutes
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of a sponsored learning activity are greater than 50, but not equally divisible
by 50, the CPE credits granted should be rounded down to the nearest one-half
credit. Thus, learning activities with segments totaling 140 minutes should be
granted two and one-half CPE credits.
.31 While it is the participant’s responsibility to report the appropriate
number of credits earned, CPE program sponsors must monitor group learning
activities to assign the correct number of CPE credits.
.32 For university or college credit courses that meet these CPE Stand
ards, each unit of college credit shall equal the following CPE credits:
•

Semester System

15 credits

•

Quarter System

10 credits

.33 For university or college non-credit courses that meet these CPE
standards, CPE credits shall be awarded only for the actual classroom time
spent in the non-credit course.
.34 Credit is not granted to participants for preparation time.
.35 Only the portions of committee or staff meetings that are designed as
programs of learning and comply with these standards qualify for CPE credit.
.36 Standard No. 13. CPE credit for self-study learning activities
must be based on a pilot test of the average completion time.
.37 Commentary. A sample of intended professional participants
should be selected to test program materials in an environment and manner
similar to that in which the program is to be presented. The sample group of
at least three individuals must be independent of the program development
group and possess the appropriate level of knowledge before taking the pro
gram. The sample does not have to ensure statistical validity. CPE credits
should be recommended based on the average completion time for the sample.
If substantive changes are subsequently made to program materials further
pilot tests of the revised program materials should be conducted to affirm or
amend, as appropriate, the average completion time.
.38 Standard No. 14. Instructors or discussion leaders of learn
ing activities should receive CPE credit for both their preparation and
presentation time to the extent the activities maintain or improve
their professional competence and meet the requirements of these
CPE standards.
.39 Commentary. Instructors, discussion leaders, or speakers who pre
sent a learning activity for the first time should receive CPE credit for actual
preparation time up to two times the number of CPE credits to which partici
pants would be entitled, in addition to the time for presentation. For example,
for learning activities in which participants could receive 8 CPE credits,
instructors may receive up to 24 CPE credits (16 for preparation plus 8 for
presentation). For repeat presentations, CPE credit can be claimed only if it
can be demonstrated that the learning activity content was substantially
changed and such change required significant additional study or research.
.40 Standard No. 15. Writers of published articles, books, or CPE
programs should receive CPE credit for their research and writing time
to the extent it maintains or improves their professional competence.
AICPA Professional Standards
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.41 Commentary. Writing articles, books, or CPE programs for publi
cation is a structured activity that involves a process of learning. For the writer
to receive CPE credit, the article, book, or CPE program must be formally
reviewed by an independent party. CPE credits should be claimed only upon
publication.
.42 Standard No. 16. CPE credits recommended by a CPE pro
gram sponsor of independent study must not exceed the time the
participant devoted to complete the learning activities specified in
the learning contract.
.43 Commentary. The credits to be recommended by an independent
study CPE program sponsor should be agreed upon in advance and should be
equated to the effort expended to improve professional competence. The credits
cannot exceed the time devoted to the learning activities and may be less than
the actual time involved.

Standards for CPE Program Reporting
.44 Standard No. 17. CPE program sponsors must provide pro
gram participants with documentation of their participation, which
includes the following:
•

CPE program sponsor name and contact information.

•

Participant’s name.

•

Course title.

•

Course field of study.

•

Date offered or completed.

•

If applicable, location.

•

Type of instructional/delivery method used.

•

Amount of CPE credit recommended.

•

Verification by CPE program sponsor representative.

.45 Commentary. CPE program sponsors should provide participants
with documentation to support their claims of CPE credit. Acceptable evidence
of completion includes:
•

For group and independent study programs, a certificate or other
verification supplied by the CPE program sponsor.

•

For self-study programs, a certificate supplied by the CPE program
sponsor after satisfactory completion of an examination.

•

For instruction credit, a certificate or other verification supplied by
the CPE program sponsor.

•

For a university or college course that is successfully completed for
credit, a record or transcript of the grade the participant received.

•

For university or college non-credit courses, a certificate of attendance
issued by a representative of the university or college.

•

For published articles, books, or CPE programs, (1) a copy of the
publication (or in the case o f a CPE program, course development
documentation) that names the writer as author or contributor, (2) a
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statement from the writer supporting the number of CPE hours
claimed, and (3) the name and contact information of the independent
reviewer(s) or publisher.
.46 Standard No. 18. CPE program sponsors must retain ade
quate documentation for five years to support their compliance with
these standards and the reports that may be required of participants.
.47 Commentary. Evidence of compliance with responsibilities set
forth under these Standards which is to be retained by CPE program sponsors
includes, but is not limited to:
•

Records of participation.

•

Dates and locations.

•

Instructor names and credentials.

•

Number of CPE credits earned by participants.

•

Results of program evaluations.

Information to be retained by developers includes copies of program materials,
evidence that the program materials were developed and reviewed by qualified
parties, and a record of how CPE credits were determined.
.48 For CPE program sponsors offering self-study programs, appropriate
pilot test records must be retained regarding the following:
•

When the pilot test was conducted.

•

The intended participant population.

•

How the sample was determined.

•

Names and profiles of sample participants.

•

A summary of participants’ actual completion time.
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CPE Section 400
Glossary
.01 Advanced. Learning activity level most useful for individuals with
mastery o f the particular topic. This level focuses on the development of
in-depth knowledge, a variety of skills, or a broader range of applications.
Advanced level programs are often appropriate for seasoned professionals
within organizations; however, they may also be beneficial for other profession
als with specialized knowledge in a subject area.
.02 Basic. Learning activity level most beneficial to CPAs new to a skill
or an attribute. These individuals are often at the staff or entry level in
organizations, although such programs may also benefit a seasoned profes
sional with limited exposure to the area.
.03 Continuing Professional Education (CPE). An integral part of
the lifelong learning required to provide competent service to the public. The
set of activities that enables CPAs to maintain and improve their professional
competence.
.04 CPE credit. Fifty minutes of participation in a group, independent
study or self-study program. One-half CPE credit increments (equal to 25
minutes) are permitted after the first credit has been earned in a given
learning activity.
.05 CPE program sponsor. The individual or organization responsible
for setting learning objectives, developing the program materials to achieve
such objectives, offering a program to participants, and maintaining the docu
mentation required by these standards. The term CPE program sponsor may
include associations of CPAs, whether formal or informal, as well as employers
who offer in-house programs.
.06 Evaluative feedback. Specific response to incorrect answers to
questions in self-study programs. Unique feedback must be provided for each
incorrect response, as each one is likely to be wrong for differing reasons.
.07 Group program. An educational process designed to permit a par
ticipant to learn a given subject through interaction with an instructor and
other participants either in a classroom or conference setting or by using the
Internet.
.08 Independent study. An educational process designed to permit a
participant to learn a given subject under a learning contract with a CPE
program sponsor.
.09 Instructional methods. Delivery strategies such as case studies,
computer-assisted learning, lectures, group participation, programmed in
struction, teleconferencing, use of audiovisual aids, or work groups employed
in group, self-study, or independent study programs.
.10 Intermediate. Learning activity level that builds on a basic pro
gram, most appropriate for CPAs with detailed knowledge in an area. Such
persons are often at a mid-level within the organization, with operational
and/or supervisory responsibilities.
AICPA Professional Standards
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.11 Internet-based programs. A learning activity, through a group
program (paragraph .07 above) or a self-study program (paragraph .22 follow
ing), that is designed to permit a participant to learn the given subject matter
via the Internet. To qualify as either a group or self-study program, the
Internet learning activity must meet the respective standards.
.12 Learning activity. An educational endeavor that maintains or im
proves professional competence.
.13 Learning contract. A written contract signed by an independent
study participant and a qualified CPE program sponsor prior to the commence
ment of the independent study that:
1.

Specifies the nature of the independent study program and the time
frame over which it is to be completed, not to exceed 15 weeks.

2.

Specifies that the output must be in the form of a written report that
will be reviewed by the CPE program sponsor or a qualified person
selected by the CPE program sponsor.

3.

Outlines the maximum CPE credit that will be awarded for the
independent study program, but limits credit to actual time spent.

.14 Learning objectives. Specifications on what participants should
accomplish in a learning activity. Learning objectives are useful to program
developers in deciding appropriate instructional methods and allocating time
to various subjects.
.15 Learning plans. Structured processes that help CPAs guide their
professional development. They are dynamic instruments used to evaluate and
document learning and professional competence development. This may be
reviewed regularly and modified, as CPAs’ professional competence needs
change. Plans include:
•

A self-assessment of the gap between current and needed knowledge,
skills, and abilities;

•

A set of learning objectives arising from this assessment; and

•

Learning activities to be undertaken to fulfill the learning plan.

.16 Overview. Learning activity level that provides a general review of
a subject area from a broad perspective. These programs may be appropriate
for professionals at all organizational levels.
.17 Personal development. A field of study that covers such skills as
communications, managing the group process, dealing effectively with others,
interviewing, counseling, and career p la n n in g .
.18 Pilot test. Sampling of at least three independent individuals rep
resentative of the intended participants to measure the average completion
time to determine the recommended CPE credit for self-study programs.
.19 Professional competence. Having requisite knowledge, skills,
and abilities to provide quality services as defined by the technical and ethical
standards of the profession. The expertise needed to undertake professional
responsibilities and to serve the public interest.
.20 Program of learning. A collection of learning activities that are
designed and intended as continuing education and that comply with these
standards.
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.21 Reinforcement feedback. Specific responses to correct answers to
questions in self-study programs. Such feedback restates why the answer
selected was correct.
.22 Self-study program. An educational process designed to permit a
participant to learn a given subject without major involvement of an instructor.
Self-study programs use a pilot test to measure the average completion time
from which the recommended CPE credit is determined.
.23 Update. Learning activity level that provides a general review of
new developments. This level is for participants with a background in the
subject area who desire to keep current.

Effective Dates
.24 Unless otherwise established by state licensing bodies and/or other
professional organizations, these Standards are to be effective as follows:
•

For CPAs, group programs and independent study—January 1, 2002.

•

For self-study courses being published for the first time after Decem
ber 31, 2002—upon publication.

•

For self-study courses already in existence as of December 31, 2002—
January 1, 2004.
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